
ELITE HPL JEWELLER'S WORKBENCH

SKU: 1926

The Elite HPL Jeweller's Bench, our largest and
most prestigious HPL Workbench, is a blend of
superior design and functionality with an
expansive High-Pressure Laminate (HPL) worktop
and meticulously crafted storage solutions,
tailored for the discerning jeweller.

Expansive High-Pressure Laminate (HPL)
worktop with side/back surround: Offers a
grand workspace with additional tool
storage and a cable management hole.
Large pull-out drawer: A perfect place to
store your tools and materials.
Centre drawer with removable stainless
steel tray: Underneath lies a felt-lined
base, ready to house your delicate items.
Additional pull-out tray: More space, more
organisation, more productivity.
Pull-out soldering tray: A dedicated space
awaiting your soldering board.
Removable bench peg: Adding versatility to
your crafting area.
Various drawer stacks: A stack of 7 on the
right, 4 on the left, all with HPL fronts and
felt lining, plus two opening compartments,
one lockable for your important items.
Bench peg mount: Offers compatibility with
GRS or a separately purchased adapter and
peg.
Quality hardwood construction: Symbolizes
durability and a timeless aesthetic,
promising a lifetime of reliable service.



PRODUCT DESCRIPTION

The Elite HPL Jeweller's Bench offers a generous High-Pressure Laminate (HPL) worktop, surrounded by
additional tool storage and a handy hole for electrical tool cables. It hosts a variety of drawers; a stack of 7 on
the right side with an open compartment at the top, and on the left, a stack of 4 drawers with two opening
compartments, one of which is lockable. All drawers are fronted with HPL and felt-lined for protection. The
bench peg mount on the front is ready for your use with a separately purchased adapter and peg or is
compatible with GRS. Nestled within a frame of quality hardwood, the Elite HPL Jeweller’s Bench is a reliable
base for all your creative needs.

Product Dimensions: Please see the image diagram for detailed dimensions
Shipping Dimensions: Please see the Additional Information Tab for Shipping/Box Info

About HPL (High-Pressure Laminate):

High-Pressure Laminate (HPL) is a highly durable material, known for its strength and ability to resist wear,
making it an ideal choice for worktops in demanding environments like jewellery making. HPL is manufactured
under high pressure and temperature, binding layers of laminate into a solid core. Its surface is not only tough
but also easy to clean, making maintenance a breeze. Moreover, HPL offers a sleek and modern aesthetic,
elevating the workspace while providing a reliable surface for intricate crafting tasks.

Durston Benches Quality

Durston Tools Benches are unrivalled on quality and design and are known worldwide for being the
best on the market. Our benches are designed and built to last a lifetime with responsibly sourced
materials and are made by highly skilled craftsmen.

Be aware of cheaper alternatives and copies available online that are made with unreliably sourced
materials and a lower standard of finish. Buy Once. Buy a Durston.

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION

Weight 96 kg

Dimensions 141 × 60 × 110 cm

Carton Dimensions (MM) 1145 x 600x 1120

Country of Origin China

Product Weight (kg) 96



HEAVY

This product is delivered on a pallet and is heavy. We are only able
to deliver this product to the kerbside. Therefore we recommend four
people to be available to safely carry the pallet, support in each
corner of the pallet.

*Material

Hardwood
Drawer sides, bottoms and some other non structural parts are made
from high density fibre board. this allows for easy sliding of drawers
and assembly.


